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Undergraduate
-When did you graduate?

-What degrees did you pursue?

-What clubs did you take part in?

-What activities did you do in 

your spare time?

-Where was your favorite place on 

campus?

-2016

-Major: Math+Econ 

Minor: Finance

-Math club, Econ Club

-Hiking, Mentor at Slutzker center

-Carnegie Library



Graduate
-Where/when did you graduate?

-Why/when did you decide to go 

to grad school?

-In what ways was it different 

from undergraduate? (research?)

-Would you recommend following 

that path?

-MIT/2017

-Study quant finance

-Flexible curriculum, research, 

faster paced

-Depends



Internship Tips
Previous internship experience?  JP Morgan, Goldman Sachs, 

Convergence, Arcadia Funds (both alum funds)

How did you prepare for recruitment? Resume: career services, 

alum, friends; Interview prep: glassdoor, alum

Top tips for interviews? Interview is a two-way assessment, practice 

with a friend (cultural fit questions), use resources online (Udacity, 

Udemy, datacamp, etc.)  

Can you describe what your interviews were like? Varies by 

company, cultural fit is common for every company, modeling and 

stats knowledge is common for both quant finance and data 

scientists, other questions are role specific. 

Biggest surprise from your internship experience? Ability to learn 

on the job is more important than existing knowledge you have



Work Experience
Where was your first job? How did you like it? - T.Rowe Price (quant researcher)

How did your career change? (if applicable) - From quant finance to data 

scientist 

Takeaways from your first job? - It’s important to learn on the job and expand 

your knowledge beyond your job function

What do you do now? - Data scientist (transitioning to tech industry)

How has coronavirus affected your day to day life? - work remotely and not able 

to travel (see family and friends) but more time for self development

What is your favorite thing about being a working adult? - Make decisions for 

yourself and discover what you like along the way



Any Questions?

Thanks for coming!
Connect with us on:

@CuseESA

@esa_SU

@Syracuse University Economics 

Student Association


